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1. Introduction 

The mean velocity of fluid flow through porous media is， in moderate 

ranges of the velocities， in proportion to the hydraulic gradient. That is， 

the Darcy law represents the relation between the hydraulic gradient and 

the mean velocity in those ranges. But， as the Darcy law is the macroscopic 

representation of fluid flow through porous media， if we consider the flow 

microscopically， the fluid motion is not simple and the fluid moves in 

complex voids which have various dimensions and sinuous shapes. 

Consequently， if the velocities of each small fluid portion are taken in 

consideration， some of them would be faster or slower than the mean velocity. 

In other words， the velocities of each small fluid portion have a considerable 

fluctuation to the mean velocity. Therefore， we may treat the fluid motion 

through porous media as a sort of “eddy motion". The expression “eddy 

motion" has a meaning different from that used in hydraulics. Even whithin 

a range where the Reynold's number is smaller than 1， the flow is geohy-

drological1aminer flow and then the Darcy law is estab1ished， we may call 

such flow of fluid through porous media “eddy motion"， since the velocities 

of smaI1 fluid portions are considered to f1uctuate fairly to the mean velocity. 

If the flow of fluid through porous media could be regarded as the eddy 

motion， the diffusion phenomena which are analogous to those in true eddy 

motion， would be found there. The degree of such diffusion must be larger 

than that of molecular diffusion， and it has connection with the Thiem's 
1) 

method for the investigation of ground water velocity. The phenomena arise 

in transversal and parallel direction to flow. The transversal diffusion is 
2)3) 

studied experimental1y and theoretical1y by Dr. K. Kitagawa， but the aiffusion 

in flow direction is not yet investigated. The latter offers not only a the-

oretical interest but also has a practical significance to the probIems of 

持 Thispaper was read at the Annual Meeting， The Japanese Society of Limnology， 
Matumoto， July 11-13， 1953. 
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saline encroachment in the ground water near the sea shore， etc. 

From such a point of view， we have made a model experiment to clarify 

the state of eddy diffusion and to determine the diffusion coefficient. 

2. Experimental apparatus and methods 

An upper-opened rectangle box (arranged by Dr. Y. Toyohara) is packed 

by sand. (see Fig. 1.) The water supply tank and the water drainage tank 

are equipped with both ends of the sand layer. They keep in contact with 

the layer through brass nets. By inclining the whole sand layer， and regu-

Iating the water levels of supply-and drainage-tanks， a steady water flow 

through the sand layer with constant flow sections is held. To see the water 

level gradient， five water manometers are connected with the sand layer 

at five points to measure the hydrostatic .pressure of the system. 

The sand layer used consists of the Kamo-River-Sand with 35.9 percent 

porosity. The effecti ve diameter of the sand is O. 315mm and the coefficient 

of uniformity is 4.9. 

In order to measure the electric conductivity of the flowing water through 

the system， four pairs of Platinum cells are buried in the sand layer with 

equal interval. 

Experimental app訂 atusand its size訂 eshown in Fig.1. 

Fig.1. Experimental apparatus. 
A1: supply tank; A2: drainage tank 
B:  sand layer; N: pedestal 
M!， M2: brass nets: T!， Tz: water pipes 
O!， O2 : movable walls 
S1， S2， S3 and S，: cells; 
G: water manometers 
~=n~m;~=m~m;~=~&m 

ae = 4-5.5cm; 1=10cm; L = 17.3cm 
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At the beginning of the experiment， the fresh water is al10wed to flow 

through the system， after which it is replaced by the saIt water in the supply 

tank. As the replacement is made within a minute， it may be regarded as 

a instantaneous replacement. Then， the electric resistances of each cell are 

rneasured at intervales of some rninutes. 

Apparent electric conductivities may be regarded as those of the solution 

only， since they are negligible small in case of flowing of fresh water. 

Although it is possible to determine the absolute values of cell constants 

for the ceUs buried in the sand， it is sufficient to get their ratio. If we 

suppose the electric ιondudtivities of the solutions in the cells to be equal 

after flowing of salt water for a sufficientIy long time， 

C1 C2 c" C‘ 
!21 !22 .Q" S2. 

where Clt C2， c" and C. are cell constants of each cell and !!lt Q2， .Q~ and 

Q. are the electric resistances measured in each cel1. Therefore， if the 

Qlt Q2， Q~ and Q. are known， the ratio ct : C~ : c" : C is determined. Then 

we can observe the time variation of electric conductivity for the flowing 

Iiquid at any cel1. 

At the water exit from the system， the flow rates and Cl-ion contents 

of the water are determined at intervals of scores of minutes. 

After the conductivities at each cell keep the maximum values for a 

sufficientIy long time， the supplied salt water is replaced by fresh water. 

Also， in this case， the same measurements as above mentioned are carried 

out. 

Th合seexperiments are repeated three times and aIl constants for the 

experiments are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

I _.. ， I ~. I CI-ion I ~ L'_  _， __" I 
I Gradient of I Flow ::-.:.=~.:-'"_.:_ I Ratio of ceIl I Mean I V-J. a'.;' J.~.LHo， V .L I .L'J.v，v~ content in 1 ...'-Q......"'.:_':'_......._"'.....u 
I sand Iaver I section ~::'~.-:::_L.::.:'::: constants I flow rate 
lf1in b|(cmり|叫twa町 C1:c.:C;:C， I -(cc/min.) 1一一 ¥.¥"，111-) 一白LIJ__L'-'1 1 

I O. 359 I 260 I 1. 58 I 1: ~除1. 1 i 2 ex p erimmt|0.m|l||  I v. ..JU;;J 1 ~UV .L. .....v5.05 ~ 

と;:弘entI 0.045 I 250 I 1.61 I 1:;位:0・回 27.8 

Third I ^ ~^n n.~ 匂~~ I 1: 2.08: 1. 47 I ，.，，~ " I 0.509 245 1.65 I ~: ;:;.~;;. _. -. I experiment I v. VV~ ~7V ム山 I : 3.98 】...........，

3. Consideration to experimental results 

In order to study the variations of the electric conductivity p， at each 
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cell， the simultaneous time for the supplied waters being allowed to change 

from fresh water to salt water is taken conveniently as t = 0 and such 

expression asρ= 1，ρ=  0 is used. Figs. 2 and 3 are some examples of 
max. mln. 

experimental results. 

.. 
f 

。事

? 

Fig. 2 Experimental result (Second experiment) . 

'00 

Fig. 3 Experimental result (Third experiment) 

1.0 
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t吋'‘

From Fig. 2， it is clear that in spite of the nearly instantaneous exchan・
ge of the suppIied waters， a fairly long time is required for ρfor each 

cell to change from 0 to 1， and the these time intervals of the cells of the 
downstream are longer than those of the upper stream. 

The variations of every cell are， to be brief， rapid in the earlier stage 
and slow in the later stage. In the close examination of the variations， the 
ρof every cell increases slowly at the begining and then rapidly， and at 

ρ = す-its increase becomes slow 勾硝制a討in，制 f伽i加凶凶na叫a剖1町 i抗ta柳p即proac伺附a釘ch加e白s制 m岬pω 
tical1y to ρ= 1 . . 
When the supplied waters change from salt water to fresh water， these 

relations among the conductivity variations are similar to those mentioned 

above. 
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On the basis of the foregoing facts， supposing the exsistence of the eddy 

diffusion phenomena in flow direction， a differential equation for the 

diffusion is 

θ。ー θn • θ2n 
L- + V一一一一応ードθtθx 冊。x2 (1) 

where t is the time，χis the length measured in flow direction from the end 

of the sand layer， v is the mean velocity of the flow and k is the diffusion 

coefficient. 

In the case of exchange where the fresh 

water， the initial conditions are 

at t = 0， ρ=ρ0= 1， χくO

ρ = 0， x>o 

water changes into the salt 

白)

If we take a new independent variable 

the eq.く1)we have 

.1 given by _1 = x一面t，from 

θρ _ 1. iJ2ρ 
-aT -'" axz 

and the initial conditions are replaced by 

at t = 0， ρ= 1， Xく0

= 0， _1>0 

The solutions of eq. (3) are 

ρ=す-h(ホ)at _1> 0 

=4+れ (tt) at Xく0

(3) 

(4) 

where (/) is the error function. Returning from "1' to x， 

ρ=ι-h(話)

=÷+い(話)

at x> vt 

atχ く討

When the 

eq. (3) are 

salt water changes into the 
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fresh water， the solutions of 



ρz上+土 o(2~~V! ) 2 ' 2 -¥2kv'-t at x>討

， 
(6) 

=土-+ o (2:~-~-) 2 2 説、It， 
at X > vt 

On the positions distributed with the same interval， if v and k are con-

stants， the ρ-t curves of eqs. (5) and (6) have the same time interval 

atρ=÷ 

The experimental results (Figs. 2 and 3) show that the intervals of 

1 
measured values atρ= T are not the same， but the type of curves rese-

mbles to the theoretica1. Therefore， supposing that th色 experimentalresults 

are satisfied by eqs. (5) and (6)， theoretical curves may be described as 

solid curves in Figs. 2 and 3 according to the eqs. (5) and (6). In that case， 

- X J 
the values of v may be determined from v = T at ρ=才 andthe v山 es

of k may b合 chosenso that the theoretical curves may accord with the 

experimental results as perfectly as possible. 

The theoretical curves drawn by such method accord fairlY with the 

experimental results and the values of k are far larger than the molecular 

diffusion coefficient of Cl-ion in water. Hence， the exsistence of the eddy 

diffusion phenomena which occur in the flowing solution through the sand 

layer may be confirmed， and the f10w of fluids through porous media may 

be regarded as a sort of eddy flow. 

The theoretical curves in Figs. 2 and 3 have not the same interval at 

ρ=士川 thevalues of k for each cell are not necessarily the same even 

in one experiment. The reason may be due to the fact that since the sand 

layer used in the experiment is not ideally homogeneous and has a local 

difference of permeability， the flow has different mean velocities at the 

positions where the cells are buried. The inhomogeneity of the sand layer 

may be caused by using natural sand as it is. Therefore， if materials of the 

uniform size be packed homogeneously， the experimental results would 

approach to those of the ideal case. 

The values of v and k for all thョoreticalcurves are shown in Table 2. 

The relation between v and k is indicated in Fig. 4. 

The values of k obtained from the experiments are 562 cm2jday -61056 

cm2jday， and are roughly 6xl02 
- 6xl04 times as many as the molecular 

diffusion coefficient of Cl-ion in water. 
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1n Fig. 4， the relation between 忌 and k may be nearly shown by the 

equation， 

k=α吾、

where， n>l and αis constant. Because the experiments are not so precise， 

Table 2 

Cell x(cm) v(cmfmin) k(cm2fmin. ) 

SI 12.03 3.01 20.7 

First S2 29.28 2.93 14.8 

experiment S3 46.53 2.66 42.4 

S4 63.78 2.90 30.9 

Second 
SI 12.03 0.316 0.56 

experiment 
S2 29.28 0.230 0.39 

(fresh to salt) 
S3 46.53 0.246 0.67 

S4 63.78 0.298 1. 00 

SI 12.03 0.219 1.35 

(salt to fresh) 
S2 29.28 0.262 0.51 

S3 46.53 0.247 1.56 

S4 63.78 0.238 1. 56 

Third 
SI 12.03 1. 93 17.30 

S2 29.28 1.37 3.20 
experiment 

S3 46.53 2.09 6.45 
(fresh to salt) 

S4 63.78 1.20 1.56 

• SI 12.03 1. 93 22.80 

S哩 29.28 1.66 7.70 
(salt to fresh) 

S3 46.53 1.33 4.35 

S4 63.78 1. 20 1.56 

Fig. 4 Relation between ii and k. 
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we may not mention it definitely， bnt it seems true that the values of k 

increase with v. Also， the diffusion coefficient k must be a function for 

the coefficient of uniformity and the shape factor of sand. 

Although we can not tell how the experimental result varies with the 

scale of model， the conc1usions derived from these model experiments， if 

they are extended to a large scale， may be applicable to the problems in 

actual fields. 

4. Conclusion 

According to microscopical consideration， the flow of f1uids through 

porous media even in the ranges where the Darcy law is established， should 

be regarded as a sort of eddy motion and the eddy diffusion phenomena be 

considered there. 

The experimental methods which have been made to study the diffusion 

in flow direction訂 eas follows; the fresh water flowing through the sand 

layer is allowed to change instantaneously into the salt water in the supply 

tank and the flow of salt water is investigated electrically. 1n these case， 

the exsistence of the eddy diffusion phenomena is confirmed. 

The values of diffusion coefficient obtained from the experiment are 

roughly 6 X 102 
- 6 x 10' times as many as the molecnlar diffusion coefficient 

of Cl-ion in water. 1t is also found that the coefficients increase with the 

mean velocities of the flow. 

Acknowledgement.. .…The author appreciates the suggestion of Dr. K. Seno 

in conducting this experiment. The expence for the experiment was defrayed 

by a grant from the Science Research Fund， Department of Fducation. 
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砂層、流動水の塩分拡散に関する模型実験

湯 原 1告

砂層中流水の平均流速は圧力会1配に比例して. Darcy法則が成立する。 しかしとれは

巨視的たものでるって.porous media中の液体の運動を徴視的に見れぽ，液体は個々の

砂層空瞭中を曲折して流動する。 したがって流動液体の徴少た実質部分の流速は平均流速

に対して相当変動し，乱流の場合と類似の拡散現象を呈すると思われる。との様た意味の

乱流拡散の状況を明らかにし， 更にその係数の値を知:るために一つの模型実験を行った。

短形砂層に傾斜を与え，定常流を作れある瞬間に供給水を淡水から塩水に切換えて，あ

らかじあ砂層中に埋設した4対の電極の電気抵抗を測定した。 その結果，各電極で測定し

た電気伝導度の時間的変化曲触は，流動方向に塩分拡散が仔在するとして得た理論曲棋と

かたり一致するととが明らかにたった。 そしてその場合の拡散係数は分子拡散係数の約

6 xl0z乃至 6xl04 倍の値であり ...ELつ平均流速が大にたるに従って拡散係数も大きく

たる。 との実験では平均流速と拡散係数との聞の函数関係乞決定するには至らたかったけ

れEも. J:り精密た実験装置によれば，との様た方法でその函数関係乞決定するととが出

来ると思われる。
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